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       INTRODUCTION

There is a debate in the art world: how much should an artist say about their own work?

Some say that the art should speak for itself and what happens in the studio should

stay private. For some, even giving the work a title is too much of a clue to the artist's

thoughts. Others say we must talk about the artwork itself but stand back from it and

keep silent on the experience of making it. I am at the other end of the spectrum. I am

fascinated by the creative process itself, by the psychology of creativity. I am a

creativity coach as well as an artist and I have many conversations with other artists

about how their thought processes are impacting what they make (or temporarily can't

make) with their hands. 

I view my artwork as an artefact of the personal journey I am making through this life. I

am also a writer so it is perhaps natural that I want to share my observations on my

own creative process. 

At the same time, I do believe that art can speak for itself. Once it goes out into the

world a viewer will interact with it and bring to it their own thoughts and re�ections,

reactions and interpretations. It becomes a three-way conversation between artist,

viewer and the art itself. I don't want to dominate that discussion and and tell you what

you should see and think about my art. Indeed, I rather hope that you will see

something in it that I have yet to become aware of! 

In this collection, therefore, I have chosen not to prepare a formal catalogue full of 'art

speak' about the images but to share some essays about my personal creative process.

I write about the vulnerabilities of being an artist and share some of the facts about

language that engaged me and inspired the work. I want to write about the personal

transformations and experiences that are expressed in the pieces. want to give you a

sneak peak into the mind of one individual artist. Not because I think my ponderings

are particularly profound but because I know that seeing the creative process at work

can inspire others to start to create themselves, or to see the world in a different way. 

Understanding the simple messiness of making art, seeing how connections are made

and coalesce into a �nal work can make the process accessible. Every artist is different

but there are common threads among all of us because we are all human. These essays

then are not a lecture for the purpose of educating you. Rather they are offered as an

opening through which you might �nd your own new possibilities. 
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BRICK LANE

I start with excitement and gratitude that anyone would offer me the opportunity. Then

I enter a thinking phase, a period of choosing in which I examine my own curiosity.

What do I want to say this time round? What is my theme? Some artists start with the

paint, and play, simply pushing colour and line around until a visual they like emerges,

then they build a collection around similar works. Other start with an inspirational

images - a photograph of a barn or a face maybe- and seek to interpret it in a particular

way. Maybe they want to paint a still life but within that to try out a new tool, or they

set out to paint a landscape using only a limited palette. My starts have always turned

out to be more about a concept, a narrative or an idea.

Blank canvases can be intimidating things. An entire blank gallery even more so. To be

offered a space to show work in - any work I like - is a huge privilege, very exciting and

also more than a little scary. The more times I create a show from scratch the more I

recognise the repeating waves of thought and emotions through which I move. 

Brick Lane - four quilted panels each 47 x 15.5 inches
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The large and long Brick Lane art

quilts that �rst face the visitor to

Language Lessons are the only

work which is not new for this

exhibition, but they did provide

me with the way into the theme. I

have always tried to make my

work responsive to the gallery in

which its is shown, mining the

local area and its associations for

inspiration. For my �rst ever solo

show (also in Liverpool in the now

closed View Two Gallery in

Mathew Street) I made a series

about the old Overhead railway

which ran down the longest of

the docks, one piece for each

station, and a set of work inspired

by the Chinese men who were

deported from Liverpool having

provided vital labour during

World War 2. Other works

referenced the marks on the walls

of the former warehouses and

shopfronts in the Baltic Triangle

area, now covered with graf�ti

and concert posters. Liverpool in

general, and the Toxteth area in

particular, is rich in the social

history that often inspires me. So

why choose to have visitors to

Gallery 1889 �rst come upon art

relating to a street in East

London?
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Graf�ti'd former Jewish shop front, Fournier Street, London

It was partly because I �rst started to consider my theme when the Covid restrictions

were still in place.. Getting out to do research at museums or social settings was

dif�cult. I was rearranging my studio storage and unwrapped these quilts. They were

made for a group show with the theme of 'Transitions'. As soon as we agreed on that

word, I knew that I wanted make art about immigration. Perhaps that was not

surprising as I worked in asylum law at the time. 

Brick Lane, like Toxteth is an area that has been formed by immigration. It has seen

waves of Jewish, Huguenot, Irish and Bengali communities come and go and each has

left its trace. I went down to London to wander and photograph the area, to soak up its

atmosphere and eat its food. It was there that I took some photographs that started a

fascination with graf�ti tags which has run through my art ever since.
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This show was offered to me at a time I was coming out of a deep sleep creatively and I

found as I awoke that I wanted to make less textile work and do more painting on

panels or canvas. I had painted fabric for many years but this shift caused me to study

art in a different way, learning new language about the products available and the

approaches to design and techniques. The new languages for me were bound up with

personal transition just as they were for the service users at HIL and Bridge2. A show

was born.

These quilts, however, focused on the language spoken in the area, both the Bengali

language which seduced me with its curves and points and also the English words that

we use to label those who live in inner city communities, who wear clothes which

different to our own wardrobes or who we believe (not always correctly) to be

immigrants. So when I took the quilts out of the cupboard and touched them again I

saw the obvious theme for a show at  Gallery 1889. The gallery is closely associated with

HIL, a language school and Bridge2, a support charity working with immigrants and

refugees. I had personally set out not long before to learn Hebrew and had something

to say about the experience of learning language as an adult. 

The oil pastel lines that so often appear in my work are the tribute I pay to these tags. I

love the way that the unique signatures and messages from the writers overlap and

degrade with time, eventually becoming something new and different. new writers add

their marks at the same time was the weather subtracts from the originals, the two

together combining to make abstract art if only we would look for it. Graf�ti has

inspired much of my work since my visit to Brick Lane and it is a perfect metaphor for

the theme of transition which also underlies my collections.

Walking Brick Lane - 12 x 16 inches

On Fournier Street, a development of Georgian houses built for the Huguenot silk-

weavers, I happened up on one of the few remaining Jewish shop fronts. Long

abounded, it is now graf�tied and battered but I saw only beauty in its age and the

marks left by those who had passed by since its closure. in the surrounding streets I

also took images of   passing women, intending originally to focus my art on the

current residents of the area, but the graf�ti on the walls behind them captivated me

just as much. Many people regard tagging as nothing but destruction of property and

condemnation it as an eyesore. To me it is a message board, an outdoor art gallery, an

invitation to communicate with strangers who have passed on the way ahead of me.
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Of course, establishing the theme

is only the bright spark at the

start. Thereafter the emotional

process continues. There is a

period of interest and exploration,

of experimentation and rejection

as potential series are explored

and ditched and others come

forward from a jumble of sources

that I gather on Pinterest, from

observation on expeditions and

from books. This hardens into a

time of planning and work. Firm

intentions about size and content

are set, materials ordered, time is

blocked off in the calendar and

production begins in earnest.

There is still time for play -

without play art becomes stolid

and dull. I work with music or my

favourite podcasts playing. I allow

some ebb and �ow within the

framework of the plan I have

drawn up after measuring the

studio space. I often work

methodically, one wall at a time,

balancing the collection visually

in my mind's eye, imagining how

it will look as a visitor walks

around it. Inevitably I then

encounter a hiccough. A plan

fails, a work will not do what I ask

of it. A new series pushes itself in

where it was not expected. All this

is fun. However, it also gives way

to a darker time.
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There is a period - usually about

eighty percent of the way

through the preparation time for

the show where I am convinced

that I am making a pile of

mediocre rubbish. Dead on cue,

just as this slough of despond

appears, a life event always seems

to intervene to create extreme

time pressure. Even though I

anticipate this and leave extra

space in the diary the new

demands gobble up the time for

art. The clock starts to tick in my

head like the countdown of a

bomb. Everything is going to

explode into disaster. I begin to

think I simply can't do the show.

It is not possible after all.

Knowing now that this is the

stage I will go though helps

immensely. I know that accepting

it and and simply keeping on

working is the answer. As is

reducing all expectations for my

work. Hoping that I start to make

something interesting or

challenging, desirable or original

is what fuels the energy that

causes the show to exist in the

�rst place. At this stage the

de�nition of success needs to

shrink and becomes just get

something on the wall! The only

de�nition of failure is a blank wall.

I keep working.
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Walking Brick Lane - 12 x 16 inches

If I adopt this mindset, the ability to envisage a completed show reappears - usually

within a few days. The less resistance I put up, the quicker the energy comes back. I

suddenly �nd that I might be close to the �nishing line. I am not sure, but there is no

time to be sure because if I don’t invite people the work will be unseen and that truly is

pointless. So now is the time for bravery and to be careful about the quality of my self-

talk. It is too easy to tell myself that I am misunderstanding my role in life and that I am

no artist. I worry that people will feel sorry for me in my delusions and pity me for my

mediocrity and more so my inability to discern it for myself. I tot up the cash spent on

paint and mediums, canvases, panels, frames and hanging mechanisms and, wonder if I

could have made better purchasing decisions. i like to this of this internal ' voice' as a

cartoon character that sits on my shoulder talking it my ear. I call it The Doubter.

I have learned that the best thing to do is listen to the Doubter a short while - we all

need to have our say and there is no good comes from being harsh to a part our our

own selves - and then to thank it for its concern. It is after all only concerned for my

welfare, only wants me to be proud of myself, to own my work with dignity. Who could

disagree with that? So I tell it I appreciate its input but that I have everything under

control and anyway, if I act on what it says and retreat to a safe cave, we will have

empty walls which will disappoint us both. This has the effect of the Doubter

withdrawing to a corner to wait out its time, hoping for a satisfying 'I Told You So’

moment on the opening night. Meanwhile I can get on with sending out the invites. 
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Once I have outed myself with my intention to hold a party at which everyone I know

can come and judge my work and me with it, I have no alternative but to gear up and

do my best. And so the penultimate period begins, which is one of �nishing.

Completion has its own momentum, its own gathering speed. Art is varnished, signed

and packed for delivery, labels are printed, to do lists written and dutifully, (nay, happily

now) ticked off. The date approaches. And even as I am telling myself that this is the

last time I put myself through this roller coaster from the opposite corner of my mind

to the Doubter a small bright voice begins to chirrup. It says : “You could…". Over and

over like a warbler on a tree brach wooing a feathered friend: You could...you could...you

could... And the idea for the next body of work somehow insinuates itself amidst the

bubblewrap bags and hanging plans and the process begins again as I ready myself to

be able to say an immediate yes to the next opportunity. 

Transition is like that. It runs in stages through high hopes and low expectations and

everything in between. Whether its a transition from illness to health, from war zones

to safety, from a boring home life to an adventure in a new country, or the transition

from idea to �nished show, that is how it works. the only choice we have is whether to

embrace it and stay the course or to miss out on everything the whole experience has

to offer us. 
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SECOND SOUL

Charlemagne once said, “To know two languages is to possess a second soul”. Or as the

German proverb puts it, "Je mehr sprechen du kanst, desto mehr Mensch du bist” - "The

more language you know, the more you are a human being." 

Ben - 12 x 12 inches
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The people who pass through HIL, the language school associated with Gallery 1889 have

sometimes come with adventure in mind. Travelling to expand their minds and gather up

experiences to enrich their life, they come to learn English for a job or for increased social

connection. Others however come as a result of war or political aggression. They have often

been separated from their homes and lands against their will, arriving with few possessions,

no connections and little hope. Our society lauds the former and shuns the latter, seeing them

as dangerous or a drain on resources. We see them as less admirable, less deserving, less

human. And yet, they quickly learn or improve a second language (in fact for many English is

a third or even fourth or �fth tongue) and in so doing they become more, not less. 

Language is how we express our innermost being. As we search for the exact word, the

precise meaning and implication, we reach not only outwards, aiming to communicate with

another but inwards, reaching deep down to grasp exactly what it is we want to express. Often

in our mother tongue that word is simply not there. If there is no word we so often simply

move on through, never pausing to name and so to fully appreciate the experience. Taking on

board other languages means can  we expand our horizons and consider the unconsidered in

a new way. 

 Nadia and Ruth - 12 x 12 inches
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Sometimes we import the word in an attempt to appropriate the feeling. The Danish

word hygge, meaning the experience of sitting cosily around a �re in winter with

friends, has been borrowed a lot recently by companies wanting to sell blankets and hot

chocolate kits. The German schadenfreude, the pleasure derived from someone else's

misfortune, is commonly used by English speakers. But what of iktsuarpok, the Inuit

word for the times when you are so excited by the prospect of a visitor coming that

you keep going outside to look for them? Or mamihlapinatapai, a word from the

language of Tierra del Fuego, which means the look that passes between two people

when both wish that they other would do something they want but neither wishes to

do it themselves. 

The Georgian word shemonedjamo means to keep eating when your are really full

because your meal is so delicious you can’t stop. Tsundoku is Japanese for the habit of

buying books but letting then pile up unread. Saudade in Portuguese means the feeling

of longing for an return of someone that you love but who might never return.

Rizbiluto is Russian for the residual feeling you have towards a person you once loved

but no longer do.

 Paul - 12 x 12 inches
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The more language we have, the more ways we have to note and be present to our life.

One de�nition of ’soul’ is 'the part of us that is capable of emotional intensity of feeling'.

Those �eeing trauma arrived with us numbed and stopped up, blanking out what hurts

and cannot be spoken of. A new language offers a different way to approach the world,

a way to renew and reform into a healthy being. Yet the richness of the language in

which they still think and dream holds the richness of their culture, their religion, their

unique life path. 

Those who speak English as a maybe hesitant second third or even thirty language are

are not stupid, ignorant, an imposition or a burden on our society. They are not ’other’.

They are not less than. They are more.

 Clockwise: Miles, Ellen, Frankie, Yael- 12 x 12 inches
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LANGUAGE LESSONS

  Language Lessons 3 -  30 x 22 inches, framed 37 x 30 inches
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In 2019, from a desire to participate in synagogue services and understand more of the

wisdom in the ancient Jewish texts, I began to learn Hebrew. Unlike the European

languages I was force-fed at school, there was no common Latin base from which I

might �gure out the meaning of the words, no crossover as languages moved across

arbitrary land borders sharing origins and referencing each other. 

Worse, there was a whole other alphabet to grapple with before I even approached the

unfamiliar declensions and root system. In the early stages I was assisted by a kind

stranger who set up an internet site, intended for children but of blessed help for adults

too. They took each letter and drew a cartoon shape around it making it memorable.

The  with its splayed feet and perky cap was �lled in to look like a sentry on duty

outside a palace. G for guard for . The with its wriggling shape, ears at the

top, body at the bottom became a collection of rats, the ’ts’ at the end of rats being the

exact sound the  brings to Hebrew. You get the idea. The ancient liturgy became

littered with boats, lightning �ashes, hangman’s scaffolds and seat backs. 

gimmel

 gimmel  tsadi 

 tsadi

  Language Lessons 2 -  30 x 22 inches, framed 37 x 30 inches
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Emily, who volunteered to help me, added her own individual aids, passed down from

Frank, her own teacher. The two parallel dots that form a vowel sound which his

transliterated as 'e', had to be distinguished from the triangular set of three dots that

also became the letter ‘e’ in English, but was pronounced differently. To this day I see

these marks and think, ‘ two dots for two �ngers and the sound you make when some

one pokes you with them and you make a sound of objection, because you want them

to stop’. Or, ‘three dots for Emily’s birthday being on the 3rd and three dots sounds like

the E at the start of her name.’

Even with these quirky methods, the language contained - continues, if I am honest - to

�oat randomly out of grasp. Just when I think I have memorised enough words to

translate a passage, memory becomes overfull and a key word �oats away from me. Or

I turn a page and a whole new vocabulary arises, or old vocabulary shape shifts as it

moves to a different tense or gender because, yes, Hebrew has gendered words and

gendered endings to adjectives and, inevitably, exceptions to all those rules. Siddur

Hebrew is not quite Biblical Hebrew,is not at all modern Hebrew. Oh, and some of those

 texts? Not Hebrew at all but Aramaic. Thankfully the siddur - the prayerbook - has both

transliterations and translations to make it intelligible from the start. Time and purpose

are also on my side. I am in no rush. 

  Language Lessons 1 -  30 x 22 inches, framed 37 x 30 inches
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Learning to be comfortable with abstract art can be the same as learning a language -

the meaning is not immediately apparent, references not clear. In a still life familiar

shapes and lines form recognisable scenes; two plates, wine bottle and vase of dahlias.

You understand at once. This is a story about a special dinner. Looking at an abstract

piece and not immediately understanding why an artist has made seemingly random

marks and splashes of colour can make us isolated from those who appear to do so,

either because we feel we are missing out on a secret or because we choose to turn our

backs and dismiss the abstract world because it makes us feel an outsider. 

Unlike Arabic, Ukrainian or Bengali speaking immigrants who who have the same

experience with English, my capacity to read Hebrew is not essential to my integration

into a new society. The liturgy is in Hebrew but it is translated and the social

conversations are in my Mother tongue. My partial understanding does me no harm.

For immigrants however, the way that a foreign language swirls and twists into

unfamiliar shapes, surrounding you but never falling into recognisable patterns is more

than a stimulating personal challenge. Without language you cannot read a bus

destination, cannot engage in that British habit of discussing the weather, cannot

choose packaged food easily. Ordering in restaurants, �lling in job applications reading

the parking signs or the instructions on medication all become challenging. Watching

�lms,  ordering a round of drinks, paying for a ticket to ride the tourist ferry all become

struggles not pleasures. 

Language lessons are about more than mastering grammar and learning vocabulary.

they are a path towards better mental health, upward social mobility, education,

employment and friendships. 

And yet, in the early stage of language learning there can still be communication. Tone

and rhythm bring meaning, meaning which we often cease to listen to and appreciate

once we can access the literal translation of words. In the same way abstract art can

instil feelings and and understanding in us if we give it a chance. Colour can evoke

moods, lines and marks prompt memories. In both cases, the communication becomes

less about concrete statements and more about our shared humanity, the places where

we are different yet the same. The understanding comes not from the dictionary

de�nitions of words, but from the unspoken experiences which underlie them.
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Once translated, it becomes apparent that the prayer has nothing at all to do with

death, not mentioning it even once. It is a prayer of praise to God, a seemingly

  irrelevant and even provocative set of words for someone who has lost a loved one.

But listen to the rhythm of the words. Say them with me even though perhaps you

don’t understand them:

Yitbarach, v’yishtabah, v’yitpa’ar, v’yitroman, v’yitnasei v’yit-hadar, v’yit’halal, sh’mei

d’kudsha, b’rich hu. 

The Jewish ‘mourners prayer’ - the Kaddish, read communally along side those in

bereavement - has a repetitively rhythmic passage. In transliteration it reads:

  Language Lessons 5 - 30 x 22 inches, framed 37 x 30 inches
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What do these pieces say to you?

Yitbarach, v’yishtabah, v’yitpa’ar, v’yitroman, v’yitnasei v’yit-hadar, v’yit’halal, sh’mei

d’kudsha, b’rich hu.

Do you hear in the beat the promise of continuity, the ongoing heartbeat, the promise

that things will continue, that after this, this unbearable moment, there will be a beat

and life will begin again? Can you imagine these rhythms repeated from at least twelve

mouths alongside you, holding you in the cradle of their certainty, the repetition not

just present in this moment in the room, but echoing throughout the ages from

communities around the world? 

Yitbarach, v yishtabah, v’yitpa’ar, v’yitroman, v’yitnasei v’yit-hadar, v’yit’halal, sh’mei

d’kudsha, b’rich hu.

’

 You don’t need to know that you are saying the words, 'glori�ed and celebrated, lauded

and praised acclaim and honoured, extolled and exalted' to get the feeling that the

prayer is intended to give you. You are not alone, you will be able to go on. 

Yet, it's is not necessary for the viewer to know the thoughts or intentions of an artist

for the two of them to have a communication. The design, balance, values, colours, lines

in the art all operate under the surface to invoke a response. Indeed, the artists

themselves may not be able to articulate fully their own intention until after the work

when they re�ect more fully on what came out of them. The viewer can have an

interpretation the artist did not see, in the same way that in a conversation a listener

will respond to something you say, prompting you to pause and admit “ I didn’t mean

that but yes, you are right’.

Abstract art is not always immediately intelligible to viewers either, but it works the

same way. Knowing the ’translation' - the maker's thoughts and intention when

painting - might well give you added understanding. Hopefully reading this article is

allowing you to look at my Language Lessons series in a new way. 
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  Language Lessons 4 -  30 x 22 inches, framed 37 x 30 inches
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SHORESH

At a surface level therefore the letters I have painted speak to what is being made, the

actual panels and paint. If we dig down to the roots, however, many deeper meanings

emerge. 

Hebrew is a language based on a system of three letter ‘roots’ or ‘shoresh'. Words

sharing the same roots have interconnected meanings, whilst at the same time the

letters of the alphabet are imbued with their own signi�cance and symbolism. The

three letters in this triptych are aleph, mem and nun, the root for the word omanut or

art. 

  Shoresh  - 16 x 12 inches
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  Shoresh 2   - 16 x 12 inches

The letters of the aleph-bet also carry numerical meaning.  the �rst letter of the

alphabet has the allocated number ‘one'. In spoken Hebrew  is not pronounced, it

is a silent sound sometimes described as the intake of preparatory breath which you

make just before speaking. Calligraphically the  is drawn by joining together other

letters - two  - little curved comma like letters and a  the bold diagonal stroke

down the middle. The highest yud represents God and the lower one the people on

earth. The diagonal represents faith, the connection between people and God. The

combination forms an  which itself is given the meaning ‘wondrous’, because

when read backwards it reads  - wonder. And so we see that the act of art starts

with the mystical wondrous moment of the unknown, the time the artist begins

without knowing what will come. Inspiration and the willingness to work meet together

in the 'moment just before’. The mark making then is a partnership between the

mystical and the artist who must have faith that her muse, in whatever form she

conceives it, will come and help her do her work. 

Aleph,

aleph

aleph

yuds vav,

aleph

pela

  Shoresh  - 16 x 12 inches  Shoresh  - 16 x 12 inches
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As an artist works and toils over the gestating piece so she is changed. The process of

art making is not only about the product but about the process, the process not just

about a canvas or panel but about how life itself is being lived. 

Again there are two types of . One, used in the middle of words is written like a bent

over person and the �nal  that is used at the end of the word represents a man who

is straight. The letter accordingly carries the meaning of deceit or miracle.

nun

nun

  In a way the artist exempli�es both. She uses sleight of hand to represent something

without showing how. Art can invoke a feeling in the viewer without being overt in how

the artist is meaning to affect you. The techniques are often kept secret and the work

presented as simple when in facts its process was deceptively hard. And yet there is the

miracle of communication that happens between artist and viewer. Even though they

are not in the same room the art acts as a bridge between them, allowing a shared

understanding even without language. The artist who stands up straight and does not

hide when making the art, who shows all of themselves, and does not make themselves

small, will communicate a truth through the art that will be recognised at a soul level

by the viewer.

Aleph. Mem. Nun. 

  A sadder meaning for  is miscarriage - as it is drawn like a partial which

cannot contain a child within it. Every artist knows that they will make rubbish, throw

away aborted ideas and fail to give physical birth to many of the wonderful images that

remain in their mind's eye. 

 nun mem 

is the thirteenth letter of the alphabet and is drawn in two ways - one open at the

bottom, one closed. It is said to represent the womb, closed for nine months, then open

for childbirth. Art too has a gestation period. Rarely does it spring from the seed of idea

direct to fully formed work overnight. Artists collect and combine ideas, tend to them

in the dark recesses of the mind, pull them forth and grow them, gently, trying �rst this

colour, then that brush stroke, putting them aside to consider, bringing them back out.

Eventually, with not a little angst they are ‘born' into the world and sent out to live their

own lives. The numerical value of  is forty, a number that represents

transformation. The Bible has stories of Moses being up the mountain for forty days,

the Israelites in the desert for forty years, all times of preparation for great change.

Mem 

mem

 is also the symbol for the number �fty. In Biblical calendars the �ftieth year is the

jubilee year, a year of freedom and forgiveness. Art too gives us a freedom. Freedom to

express ourselves in any way we like. There are no rules in art - principles yes but no

proscriptive commands. Art is whatever you want it to be, no matter how critics try to

wrest its slipperiness into a de�nition by which to categorise artists. 

Nun
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Each individual letter tells us so much about art. And there is more. The same shoresh is

shared by other words. The verb for instance - meaning to believe, to trust, an

action that an artist must take all day every day in her studio. She must believe that

what she makes will have a place in the word, that she is enough as she is and yet

capable of more. She must trust in her materials, her techniques, the acceptance of the

maketplace. These three letters are also the root for the verb  to train and

to practice. What else is art but a life-long practice, not only in the methods of making

marks and mixing colour but in the practice of constantly being fully present, of

imagination, of creativity itself. Then there is the noun  - loyalty, faithfulness,

devotion, the very qualities that are required from an artist who desires to fathom the

bottom of her art form's possibilities, to rise to the peaks of her potential.

leha’amin 

  le'hit-amen -

ne’emanut

  Shoresh  - 16 x 12 inches

  Shoresh 3  - 16 x 12 inches
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 means authentic, true - the quality of an artist that is the touchstone of impactful

art. It’s sister word, the liturgical  is often translated as ’truly’ or ‘ so be it, whilst its

semitic root means �rm, �xed or sure. So often when making art the artist feels

anything but �xed, �rm and sure. The studio can be a place of wallowing in doubt,

uncertainty and confusion. And so we come full circle - it may feel that way on the

ground but above, there is a place, a being, an indescribably, unnamable force of some

kind. Whether we call it God or Godness, muse or inspiration, the Divine or simply

’something out there’, it joins with us. It reminds us that whilst we are in doubt we can

be certain that there is a way out, that while we are confused about what to make if we

keep going, testing and trying out, the piece will resolve or at least be a stepping stone

to a different resolved one. It tells us that while our art making today is a sad muddy

mess, art as a concept is worthy of our perseverance. 

Amin

 amen

And so the  - the artist - takes a breath, silently gathers faith, invites inspiration

into himself and starts again at the beginning.

 oman
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UKRAINE

Language can be used for good or for bad, to dissemble or to support. Ukrainian was

not a language I intended to use in this show but it inserted itself in all our psyches this

year as President Volodymyr Zelenskyy �lled our screens with his passionate pleas for

assistance and stern declarations of resistance. Without the subtitles we didn’t

understand a word but the tone told it all. Across the border Putin weasel-worded his

way into global disrepute with his shameful claims of a ‘special operation’ even as,

waging all out war, he caused destruction and devastation in service only of his own

deluded ego.

My sister has had close ties with Ukraine and the people there for years. As soon as in

the invasion began WhatsApp messages started to �y as friends joined convoys of cars

and we began to call in favours from those in mainland Europe who might provide

temporary shelter until the UK got its act together with a visa scheme. Fleeing Kiev and

Kharkiv, the people of Ukraine joined streams of cars headed for the borders even as

Zelenskyy was bringing in martial law to ensure Ukraine's survival. One young woman

arrived at the Romanian border with her husband and baby daughter to �nd her plans

thwarted. Her message at at 0.22 am Ukrainian time arrived in broken English yet sharp

and painfully to the point. Border closed. We didn’t come in time. 23.30 told that not let

man come out.

  Freedom  - 24 x 24  inches
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She was not alone. Queues of cars snaked to the border which runs along the

Carpathian mountains. Frightened families pressed towards the gates, forced to choose

between the twin horrors of separating or continued danger for all the family. We could

do nothing but hope and declare our desires for their safety.

The Ukrainian on my piece Border Crossing declares simply: Freedom. The sun�ower is

the Ukrainian national �ower and many artists painted them in the days following the

war’s commencement. Bright blooms appeared all over the internet in solidarity and to

raise funds for the refugees

At the same time other friends of my sister were in Mariopul where the population was

forced underground. Long periods of worrying silence were punctuated by occasional

messages as satellites spots for mobile signals opened up then closed. A babushka in

her seventies messaged to say she was alive and melting snow on an open �re outside

to survive. My sun�ower piece was not intended be a piece about �owers or indeed

Ukraine at all but as I painted, the BBC news app was sending its constant noti�cations

about military progress and my sister was texting, scared and sad for people she

considered her Ukrainian family. The paint seemed to absorb the atmosphere in the

studio and as I let shapes develop the painting emerged. The Ukrainian reads:

Underground, Growing Stronger. Thankfully, as I write, all the individuals known to my

family are safe, either in the UK, Portugal or or in Western Ukraine. We grieve for those

who were not so fortunate, because, although strangers, they are all part of our one

human family.

   Underground, Growing Stronger  24 x 30 inches 
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WHAT LIES BENEATH

Art is on one hand an outward action, a set of repeated movements. Every day in the

studio your hand drags charcoal, pulls acrylics, sweeps an oil pastel across a surface.

You pick up a canvas and rotate it, mix heavy gloss gel into concentrated pigment, dab

and daub at a surface with paper towels, scumble paint with a bristle brush. 

An artist squints and backs up, tilts her head to think about her next move. On good

days she cranks up the hip hop and dances, on bad days she scrapes the bar stool legs

across the tiles and perches, shoulders slumped at her workbench. 

  What Lies Beneath 5 - 24 x 24 inches
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On the other hand art is an inward activity. It is about interpreting the world and

explaining to yourself what your life is about. It is about posing your own questions

then �nding solutions. About curiosity, exploration and consideration. The outward is

merely the artefact of having engaged with the inner. If paint can be surprising,

unexpected colours emerging from under a glaze, prized textures resulting from an

accidental dropping of a spatula, then the inner revelations that arise from the process

can be positively staggering. 

This is the principle on which art therapy is based but you don’t necessarily need a

trained companion to bene�t. Nor do you need to be a trained artist, validated by

gallery shows. Just take some tools that leave a mark or make colour and some cheap

paper. Leave your hands unfettered to take instruction from your soul while your brain

takes a wander away into your music app or your favourite podcast and together they

will create something the meaning of which you will not understand until it is

complete.

  What Lies Beneath 3 - 24 x 24 inches
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is a series of work that emerged when I was taking an intensive art

programme called CVP - Creative Visionary Programme. Running over twelve weeks

but designed to be fully absorbed over years in conjunction with an ongoing

membership group, it is run by an organisation named Art2life. They chose that name

because they understand that what we learn making art is usually about our wider lives

and that what we learn in our wider lives will �nd its way into our art. The exercises in

this programme   lead towards the creation of a series of three or more pieces. I

thought that all I was doing with my work at this time was playing with glazing colour.

This was a painting technique I had not used much before and I was keen to explore and

play and see what happened. 

What Lies Beneath 

  What Lies Beneath 4 - 24 x 24 inches
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I took the course eighteen months after I took an early retirement from the judiciary. I

had loved the job in many ways but it also silenced me (literally in some was as

regulations prevent you commenting on certain subjects). The disproval of some

colleagues and the limitations of the job conditions squashed my creativity and with it

my spirit, even though I fought hard against that. I was overworked and under

resourced and the combination of all this spun me into burnout, depression and

anxiety.

The retirement opportunity was a blessed release but also spun me into a tizzy of

indecision. What do to next? The culture of doing, of working hard (too hard) and the

focus on endless productivity without suf�cient rest that beleaguers the legal

profession was ingrained. I knew I would start art again, I was retrained as a coach and

doing freelance training, all of which I loved but I knew that there was a component of

this new life I was missing, It was however elusive and I was struggling to know what

my role in life was, what I had to offer that was unique to me, to �nd any contentment.

  What Lies Beneath 1 - 24 x 24 inches

I looked at all kinds of possible additional careers - academia, expanding my coaching

to therapy, an architecture degree, arbitration. I had a �irtatious discussion with a

venture capitalist who had an idea of an on-demand law education video business and

who then went away. I considered charity board positions or opening a gallery,

studying for the rabbinate. All of these spoke to interests I had, and (if I didn’t mind

spending a lot of money) were possible. None of them were right. I began to feel like I

was fading a little, that there was something for everyone that brought them alive, a

gift that was theirs to serve the world with but that I had lost mine with the retirement.

I wanted a new way to impact others for good  but I didn’t have one. 
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The works were at an almost �nished state when I set them aside to watch one of the

live calls in the course, a  Zoom conversation between two established artists. One of

them showed an art work she had made many years ago. It was a beautiful luminous

creamy canvas, almost empty but with a depth from repeated layers of paint and gloss.

Around the very edges were lines and shapes, sparse and sliding off the canvas. The void

in the middle invited me in and held me. 

The artist's friend commented that she remembered Susan making that work,

remembered how she was at the time; afraid to make her mark and how it showed so

obviously in that work. And suddenly I had it. The answer to my question: what would

give true satisfaction if only I committed my days to it?

While I waited to �nd it, I I decided to dedicate a year to art education and signed up to

CVP. By week nine we arrived at the panels. 'Just start with play' was the instruction. Try

starting just getting the paint down and see what happens. Follow what you love. I love

graf�ti and decay and fading walls so I began there. I set the radio to the Downtown

Country station, taped off the sides of the panels with masking tape, squeezed out

paint, and set off to have fun, free of all expectations. I painted and graf�ti'd, sanded

back, painted some more. I used paint guides and pot lids, steel wool and Swedish dish

rags. I started small and went bigger knowing from previous experience that working in

a series gives your work space to develop. This is not how I usually work, mind you, I

usually start quite cerebrally with a concept, an idea, something I have in my conscious

thinking brain that I want to explore or express but I was up for trying this alternative

way of starting. 

The three large pieces in this series - the ones made most intuitively and without

intention - all have busy, intruding shapes around the edges. A noise is pushing its way

in, chatter and demands, expectations from the external work. They feel to me like

sharp ‘shoulds' and beckoning ‘ought to’s’ ,like the familiar building blocks of my old

career with its pieces set out by others and roles to slot neatly into. the represent the

beleif systemwide that says life should be about earning, about having a schedule,

about being part of an organisation, about accreditation and regulation.

 In the centre, in the spaciousness of my art, in the calm, open areas at its very heart lies

aesemic writing. Aesemic writing is a form of calligraphy that has been described as

‘hovering between reading and looking’. It is recognisable as text but not as a known

language. It invites the reader to enter and make their own interpretations. It is said

that one of the �rst artists to use aesemic text was a Chinese monk who wandered off

the path of formal calligraphy, a fact that is perhaps explained by the fact he was known

as 'Haisu the drunk'! This way of mark making has been described as pre-sematic or

having zero meaning yet it can also suggest the experience of having some thing on

the tip of ones tongue. It replicates the feeling of almost but not quite knowing. 
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  What Lies Beneath - 24 x 24 inches

I have always loved to write and have done it since I was a child. I have a Masters degree

in it. I have been published. I put aesemic writing into most of my work. I travel the

world photographing graf�ti tags, the secret identi�cations of unknown writers. Part of

the teaching of CVP was to notice what you love in life and the feeling that brings and

let that appear in your work directly or abstractly. I loved taking copious notes on the

videos with a good fountain pen on quality paper. I can spend hours free writing in my

journals. I revel in the movement of my hand, the �ow and formation of the letter

shapes, the liquidity of the ink. And yet, apart from some articles that spoke of my

burnout or helped others to avoid it for themselves, I had stopped writing for

publication.

My decade long blogging habit had seized up. I would note down the words of others

and I would write secret guarded words for myself, but I was not sharing my gift with

the world. I was not living my dream of spending my time writing. I had almost

forgotten how to. The pressure not to say anything had brought me to believe that I

had nothing to say. But deep down my soul knew better and my artist's hand brought

it out into to the open right there in my own studio.  My own art spoke to me. 
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Yes, be interested in building plans and problem solving, Talmud and psychology. Yes,

dive deep into Google Scholar and immerse in research papers if that �oats your boat.

By all means train and coach lawyers and let your years of experience have impact. But

for the love of God woman, allow yourself to write. 

So here I am in my garden on a beautiful sunny day, writing. The catalogue containing

these essays has become at least as important to me as the art. The process of making

it is completing me. So far tapping away on my MacBook Pro writing about my art has

not brought money or fame or attention or position. It has not equipped me with

another degree (and goodness knows I have enough of those anyway) nor has it

provided me with renown or a pension fund or any of the things a traditional career

brings and none of which I need to build anymore. It is, however, bringing all the things

my career eventually stole from me. Flow, a sense of time standing still, joy,

contentment, ful�lment, hope, interest, satisfaction, pleasure.

These pieces bring to an end a show that is about language and transition. Most of the

pieces have been about spoken or written language. Now you have come to these

pieces I invite you - listen to the soul-longing language of your heart. And do what it so

gently, so wisely advises you, about what you should do next.
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 GALLERY 1889

Gallery 1889 is a community Gallery in Toxteth, Liverpool. 

Their story began in 2015 when a group of friends met a man from Iran. While his

communication skills were excellent, he shared the need of his friends and wider

community that arrived in the UK without English and limited or no access to classes.

At that time, the group express themselves as 'naïve' to the realities of the refugee

struggles, in particular the processes for asylum seekers and stateless people. As

quali�ed English teachers they were challenged to respond to this by offering unof�cial

English classes in a friend’s home. 

After a few weeks the classes spread into other rooms in the house. The need was so

great they had to make a decision about how to proceed. They continued to grow, and

began providing clothes and basic toiletries through donations. As they engaged more

with displaced people, they realised the misconceptions and lack of understanding of

the refugee community by those within their local community. They needed a way to

build a bridge between the local community and the refugee community. Art would

become one of those bridges.
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In 2018 they registered their charity, Bridge2, and expanded their projects to include art

exhibitions, art workshops, and other skills training. They offered to aid the refugee

community in entrepreneurship and assist with �nding work. They were leasing space

in a building in Toxteth to support our growing needs, and using the top �oor of the

building as a pop-up art space. But they wanted something more permanent. In March

of 2020, just before lockdown, the purchase of the whole   building was �nalized. The

pandemic gave them ample time to renovate spaces in the building, and in March of

2021 they began transforming the ground �oor into our art gallery and cafe. On the

weekend of the 23rd and 24th of July 2021, they welcomed a wonderful crowd of

refugees, asylum seekers, and residents from throughout the Liverpool area to

celebrate the grand opening art exhibition. 

They believe that art transcends cultural barriers and provides a theraputic element that

allows for healing, creativity, and inspiration. Gallery 1889 is happy to welcome people

from all walks of life to celebrate culture and art. 

Follow the gallery on Instagram - their handle is @1889gallery

https://www.instagram.com/1889gallery
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This collection has at heart been about my personal transition over the past few years

and it would be remiss of me not to thank those who played a signi�cant part in that

process, whether that was related to language, my sense of personal identity or the

practicalities of getting this collection out into the world. You each know what you did! 
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 Would you like to see more of my art

and writing?

Sign up to my newsletter ( sent no more frequently

than monthly) to get:

     Sign me up!     

* sneak views into my private studio

*�rst views of my latest art collections

*links to my latest writing about art and creativity

https://dashboard.mailerlite.com/forms/20863/52393661362603817/share


 About me

I am an artist working in acrylics from my home studio in St.Helens, Merseyside. My

work is about transition and transformation and is often inspired by stories of urban

regeneration and the lives of the people who walked the streets before me. I love to

travel the world taking photos of graf�ti and decaying walls.  My art has been sold or

exhibited in group, duo and several solo shows in four continents.

I am also a creativity coach, working with   other artists   who are serious about

putting their art and words out into the world. I believe that we are all born creative

but that sometimes we need help to set ourselves free from the limiting mindsets

and assumptions that tie us down.  I help others to tap into their own strengths and

inner wisdom so that they and their work can begin to soar.

You can read more about my creativity coaching here. 

You can read more of my writing about art on my blog.

You can see more of my art work on my website, on Facebook, or Instagram.

You can choose to see my latest work and read subscriber-only articles about art by

signing up to my newsletter.

You can contact me here

https://www.helenconway.com/creativity-coaching-packages/
https://www.helenconway.com/blog/
https://www.helenconway.com/
https://www.facebook.com/studioconway
https://www.instagram.com/studioconway
https://https//dashboard.mailerlite.com/forms/20863/52393661362603817/share
https://www.helenconway.com/contact/

